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Message from the Head of ARO
Prof. Eli Feinerman

With a rapidly growing population and fragile ecosystems damaged by
human activity, we currently face a daunting challenge: to provide sufficient
healthy food, while preserving the environment. With a team of worldrenowned scientists, proven track record for innovative research and applied
agricultural strategies, and a key location in the ecologically diverse Middle
East, the Agricultural Research Organization (ARO)/Volcani Institute is
uniquely poised to develop and disseminate innovative, bold and broadly
applicable solutions to provide healthy nutrition, in a sustainable manner,
to an ever-hungrier planet.
ARO focuses on “agricultural research” in the broadest sense of the word. By
“agricultural research” we actually mean agriculture and its offshoots, i.e., agriculture
and food, agriculture and the environment, agriculture and industry, and agriculture
and health. This issue of the Volcani Voice focuses on the agriculture-health interface, which are linked in many forms. We act
to pursue opportunities to apply these links to achieve both more productive agriculture and improved health.
More specifically, we are engaged in the discovery and development of natural materials that impact health and nutrition,
and of natural materials for use in the food industry. We invest efforts in genetic cultivation of herbs and medicinal plants,
identification and isolation of biologically active components from plant sources and investigation of their effects on
metabolism and gene expression. We study the effects of nutrients on health at the molecular, cellular, and physiological
levels (e.g., research and development of a new drug for inflammatory bowel patients based on cannabis), apply our findings
regarding certain diseases in sheep and cows to develop treatments and drugs for similar diseases in humans, and more.
The “agricultural – health” scientific breakthroughs at ARO aim to develop novel technologies, products and intellectual
property that can be marketed to Israeli and international food and health industries as low-cost and effective solutions to
enhance health and quality of life in the developed and developing world.

The Agricultural Research Organization (ARO)/Volcani Institute
is uniquely poised to develop and disseminate innovative, bold
and broadly applicable solutions to provide healthy nutrition,
in a sustainable manner, to an ever-hungrier planet.
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Message from the Editor

Volcani Voice on Health-Promoting Agriculture
Traditionally, agricultural research is perceived as a tool to assist classical
agriculture by increasing crop resistance to diseases, creating higher yielding
crops, increasing agricultural profits, and the like. Due to the development
of new areas of science, scientists have gained a better understanding of the
potential of plants and animals beyond their classical agricultural roles. As a
result, agricultural research has extended to new areas that bridge between
human health and agriculture, the agriculture-health interface.
The knowledge gained from the research at the Volcani Institute, which
is essentially an agricultural research institute, has implications for various
areas of health. This issue of Volcani Voice includes articles that describe the
interdisciplinary studies of seven Volcani Center researchers who focus on
the interface between agriculture and health. Some of these studies are still in the early stages, others are already in the
development stages and others are already being implemented. For example, three articles in this issue describe how disease
models in sheep and cows, can help us better understand early abortions, achromatopsia (color blindness), and fatty liver
disease in humans, and can be harnessed to develop new treatments for these conditions. Another two articles discuss
phytopharmaceuticals. Throughout most of human history, before the development of the conventional pharmaceutical
industry, herbal extracts containing bioactive molecules were used to treat various diseases and symptoms. These two
articles discuss newly discovered biological activities of phytochemicals, which can be potentially developed as treatments
for neurodegenerative diseases and skin disorders. Finally, many edible plants bear nutritional value. Two researchers describe
their efforts to adapt healthy crops to our Mediterranean environment and to develop functional food products with higher
nutritional values.
The articles in this issue are only a few examples of the continuous activities at the Volcani Institute aiming to promote
human health. My hope is that in the coming years, new fields of interdisciplinary research will be leveraged to advance the
fascinating interface between agriculture and health.

Dr. Anat Elmann
Dr. Anat Elmann is a research scientist at the Department of Food Science, Agricultural Research Organization. She received
her Ph.D from The Department of Neurobiology, the Weizmann Institute of Science, in 1995. After her postdoctoral fellowship, she served as the head of the enzymology laboratory at “D-Pharm” biotechnology. Since 2006, her research in the
Volcani Institute has focused on nutraceuticals and functional foods for the prevention and/or treatment of chronic, and
especially neurodegenerative, diseases.
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From sheep breeding to ophthalmological bio-medical
research: Day-blind sheep as an animal model for
restoration of visual function using gene therapy
By Dr. Elisha Gootwine
ABSTRACT
Achromatopsia is a hereditary form of day blindness,
caused by cone photoreceptor dysfunction. A sheep
model of this disease was
characterized by us, and has
been utilized successfully to
test the safety and efficacy
of achromatopsia gene therapy. The rescue effect has,
so far, been maintained for over 8 years. Following FDA
approval, clinical trials of CNGA3 achromatopsia gene
therapy in patients were initiated last year.
Our team at the Volcani Center has been engaged for long in
breeding programs aiming to improve prolificacy and milk
production in the local Awassi and the Assaf sheep breeds.
The selection, crossbreeding, data collection and analyses have
involved many flocks, including the Ein-Harod Improved Awassi
flock. On one of the routine visits to that flock, in the year 2003,
it came to our attention that a blind lamb was born, for the
first time in the 70-year history of that flock. The birth of blind
lambs increased steadily in the subsequent years. The impaired
vision manifested as early as at 1 day of age and despite their
handicap, the lambs grew to a marketing weight, albeit at a
slower growth rate compared to their normal counterparts. It has
been postulated that senses other than vision enable the lambs to
orient themselves in the shed while searching for food and water.
Blind lambs were also recorded in flocks in Jordan and Kazakhstan
using imported breeding material from the Ein Harod flock. In
light of these reports, it was hypothesized that we are facing a
novel genetic illness. Indeed, genealogical investigation showed
that the illness was inherited in an autosomal recessive mode.
Working in collaboration with Prof. Ron Ofri (Hebrew University
of Jerusalem) and Prof. Eyal Banin (Hadassah Medical Center) and
their teams, it was found that the animals suffered from sheep

day-blindness. As the name implies, affected sheep are blind
during the day and can see at night. Using a complementary
array of electrophysiological, behavioral (a novel maze test we
developed to evaluate day and night vision in sheep), anatomical
and immunohistological tests, we demonstrated that the illness
was caused by dysfunction of cone photoreceptors in the retinal
cells responsible for daytime vision.
A significant breakthrough in study of the new illness occurred
when we identified at the Volcani Center, in collaboration with
Dr. Eyal Seroussi, a stop codon mutation in the ovine CNGA3 gene
as the causative mutation in the affected sheep (Figure 1). The
CNGA3 gene encodes three subunits of the cyclic nucleotidegated (CNG) ion channel in cone photoreceptors, an essential
component of the visual transduction cascade. Mutations in the
CNGA3 gene are also responsible for achromatopsia, in which
absence of retinal cone function causes loss of color vision,
severely reduced visual resolution and day blindness in human
patients. Notably, CNGA3 achromatopsia is the most common
form of day blindness in Israeli patients.

Figure 1
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With this knowledge in hand, we then developed a molecular
test to identify carriage of the day blindness mutation (Figure
2). Surprisingly, it was found that almost 65% of the Ein Harod
rams were carriers of the day blindness mutation. Using the
genotyping tool, we subsequently launched a selection program
to eradicate carriers of the mutations and indeed, since the
year 2011, there has been no documentation of births of dayblind lambs in the Ein Harod flock (Figure 3). A similar selection
program against the day blindness mutation was carried out in
the Jordanian governmental and private Awassi flocks.

Figure 2

Interestingly, a second and independent case of day blindness
in sheep was found on 2013 in a remote Local-Awassi flock in
the Negev, south of Israel. In this case, the day blindness was
found to be due to a missense mutation at the cGMP binding
domain of the CNGA3 gene. Why day blindness mutations were
only found in the Awassi breed in Israel and, what the selective
advantage is that retains the mutation in the sheep flocks are
two questions that will require further analysis.
Gene therapy is a technique that delivers genes into cells to
compensate for abnormal genes or to produce a beneficial
protein. Insertion of the normal genes into the target cells can be
achieved using a modified viral vector. The eye, and particularly
the retina, is an ideal target for gene augmentation therapy, as
demonstrated for several visual impairment illnesses in rodents.
Ideally, prior to application in humans, safety and efficacy of the
gene augmentation therapy should be validated in large-animal
models.
Because of the similarity between the ovine and the human day
blindness diseases, we decided to test the feasibility of CNGA3
gene therapy in our naturally-occurring sheep model of CNGA3
achromatopsia. To this end, an experimental flock of day-blind
sheep was established at the Volcani Center. The first stage of
the study was devoted to development of surgical techniques
to safely deliver the vector to the sheep eyes. Once established,
we injected to different animals either vectors carrying a mouse
CNGA3 gene, or a human CNGA3 gene, with the aim of restoring
normal retinal function.
Treatment resulted in restored vision in all treated eyes, while
untreated eyes remained blind, as can be seen in the following
movie showing maze tests, where sheep with a covering on the
treated right eye, or on the untreated left eye, had to navigate
through obstacles.
http://cowry.agri.huji.ac.il/Gootwine2016.mp4.
To date, the efficacy and safety of treatment has been assessed
ophthalmologically, electrophysiologically and behaviorally, in
over 40 sheep. PCR, immunohistochemistry and histopathology
evaluations have also been conducted on eyes of sacrificed
animals. These examinations demonstrated that the treated eyes
maintained daytime vision for over eight years, so far, following a
single AAV5-CNGA3 injection, with no side effects.

Figure 3
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Based on these results, the Volcani Center, the Hebrew University
and the Hadassah Medical Center signed a contract with AGTC,
a biotechnology company based in Florida, that is interested
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in commercializing gene therapy treatment in achromatopsia
patients. The company submitted a study protocol to the
FDA, and received its approval to test the safety and efficacy
of its product in the Israeli sheep model. After the successful
completion of the study, and based on results of additional
teams working with other animal models of achromatopsia, the
FDA approved phase I/IIa clinical trials of gene therapy in CNGA3
achromatopsia patients (NCT02935517 and NCT02610582).
These trials began last year, and following the Israeli Ministry of
Health approval (application 20173956), several patients have
already undergone CNGA3 gene therapy at Hadassah Hospital.

5. Ron Ofri, Edward Averbukh, Raaya Ezra-Elia, Maya Ross, Hen
Honig, Alexey Oobolensky, Alexander Rosov, William W Hauswirth,
Elisha Gootwine, Eyal Banin (2018). Six Years and Counting:
Restoration of Photopic Retinal Function and Visual Behavior
Following Gene Augmentation Therapy in a Sheep Model of CNGA3
Achromatopsia. Human Gene Therapy 290: 1376-1386.

This translational research that initially aimed to solve a genetic
problem in sheep, and developed into clinical trials aimed at
restoring vision to blind human patients, demonstrates the
benefit of multidisciplinary scientific work. The study has won
highly competitive grants from the Israeli Ministry of Health,
Israel Science Foundation, Binational Science Foundation (which
awarded it the “Best Biomedical Research Proposal of 2012”
prize), and other organizations, as well as several awards. q

Dr. Elisha Gootwine is an emeritus senior scientist at the
Agricultural Research Organization, Institute of Animal Science.
His main interests have been sheep breeding and sheep
reproductive physiology. Gootwine developed the Afec-Awassi
and the Afec-Assaf prolific sheep strains, has been involved with
sheep breeding projects worldwide and developed, with his
colleagues, the day-blind sheep model of achromatopsia.

DR. ELISHA GOOTWINE
Department of Ruminant Research, Institute of Animal Science,
ARO, Volcani Center.

KEY WORDS
Day-blindness, Awassi, Major genes, Sheep breeding, Prolificacy.
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From the desert to the brain – Beneficial effects of
phytochemicals extracted from the desert plant Achillea
fragrantissima against neurodegenerative diseases
By Dr. Anat Elmann, Dr. Rivka Ofir and Prof. Yoel Kashman
ABSTRACT
Plant-derived substances have
been shown to affect potential
targets in neurodegenerative
diseases. The following review
describes the beneficial bioactivities of a phytochemical that
we isolated from the desert
plant Achillea fragrantissima,
on three types of brain cells
in cellular models of oxidative
stress and inflammation.

In recent years, there has been increased interest in plants as
a source of bioactive molecules that might be developed
into drugs for the treatment of various diseases. Moreover,
phytochemicals have inspired conventional drug development,
and in 2015, the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine was
awarded to Tu Youyou, a Chinese scientist and phytochemist, for
her isolation and study of the antimalarial substance qinghaosu,
later known as artemisinin, an effective anti-malarial drug.
Our research focuses on the therapeutic potential of Israeli plants
that contain phytochemicals that can be developed into drugs,
dietary supplements or functional foods for the prevention or
amelioration of chronic diseases, specifically neurodegenerative

Figure 1. The effect of different desert-plant extracts on the levels of nitric oxide (NO) produced by lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated primary
cultures of microglial cells. Microglial cells were treated with each extract and activated by LPS for 20 h. NO levels were measured in cell-conditioned
media. The numbers in the pie graph indicate the number of plants..
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and inflammatory diseases. We aim to select new plants and
to provide scientific evidence of their beneficial properties,
independent of previous ethnobotanical knowledge.
The increasing life expectancy in the western world has been
accompanied by an increased incidence of neurodegenerative
diseases, such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases. In these
diseases, a gradual loss of neuronal cells in the brain leads to
cognitive and/or motor dysfunction. The mechanisms by which
neuronal cells are damaged in the brains of these patients include
a chronic inflammatory process, driven by activated microglial cells
and brain astrocytes, which contributes to synaptic dysfunction
and, later, to the death of neurons. Currently available drugs for
neurodegenerative diseases temporarily alleviate some symptoms,
but do not cure them. Therefore, new drugs are needed.
Inhibition of the inflammatory processes has been suggested

Figure 2. The desert plant Achillea fragrantissima and the structure of
achillolide A.
Achillea fragrantissima was photographed by Sigrid Penno-Winters from
the Dead Sea & Arava Science Center.

as a therapeutic approach for the prevention or treatment of
neurodegenerative diseases. Microglial cells, which belong to the
macrophage lineage in the central nervous system, are inactive
in the normal brain. However, these cells can be activated by
pro-inflammatory cytokines produced by immune-effector cells
that infiltrate the brain, or by lipopolysaccharide (LPS) produced
following bacterial infection. During the neuro-inflammatory
process, microglial cells release neurotoxic and pro-inflammatory
mediators, such as cytokines, reactive oxygen species (ROS) and
nitric oxide (NO). In pursuit of plant-derived agents with the ability
to inhibit microglial activation and to reduce the secretion of NO
from these cells, without a cytotoxic effect, we screened extracts
from 66 different desert plants (from 23 different plant families)
that were collected in the Arava Valley (Israel). Twenty plant
extracts were found to be cytotoxic and were not included in the
screening assay. The most potent extract was the one prepared
from Achillea fragrantissima (Forssk). Sch. Bip. (Figure 1; Elmann et
al., 2011a), and we therefore decided to study it further.

Achillea fragrantissima is a desert plant (Figure 2) that belongs
to the Compositeae family and has been used for many years in
folk medicine for the treatment of various diseases. Its extract
exhibited anti-inflammatory activities and efficient inhibition of
the secretion of nitric oxide from LPS-activated microglial cells,
without impacting cell viability. The extract also inhibited the
LPS-elicited expression of other pro-inflammatory mediators
such as induced nitric oxide synthase (iNOS), cyclooxygenase-2
(COX-2), interleukin-1β (IL-1β) and tumor necrosis factoralpha (TNFα) in these cells (Elmann et al., 2011a). In addition,
it exhibited broad antioxidant activity, as demonstrated by its
ability to protect brain astrocytes from oxidative stress-induced
cell death and to reduce the levels of intracellular ROS produced
following treatment with stressors associated with brain injuries
and neurodegenerative diseases, such as hydrogen peroxide
and zinc (Elmann et al., 2011b).
Using activity-guided fractionation, we isolated an antiinflammatory sesquiterpene lactone named achillolide A, which
was responsible for the anti-inflammatory activity of Achillea
fragrantissima. The compound is non-polar and has a low
molecular weight, likely enabling it (or its metabolites) to cross
the blood–brain barrier. Similar to the bioactive extract of Achillea
fragrantissima, achillolide A reduced the LPS-induced levels of
pro-inflammatory and toxic mediators in primary cultures of
LPS-activated microglial cells, including glutamate and NO, and
reduced levels of pro-inflammatory enzymes and cytokines such
as COX-2, iNOS, IL-1β and TNF-α (Elmann et al., 2015).
Microglial activation and the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1β
and TNFα, which are secreted by activated microglial cells, are
up-regulated in the brains of people with Alzheimer’s disease.
Alzheimer’s disease is a neurodegenerative disease and the most
prevalent cause of dementia in adults. It is a widespread aginglinked brain disorder, which has no cure and is characterized
by memory loss and cognitive deterioration. Alzheimer’s disease
affects more than 20 million people worldwide. In the USA alone, it
carries a public-insurance (Medicare) price tag of $148 billion a year.
One of the hallmarks of this disease is the formation of amyloid
plaques by aggregated β-amyloid (Aβ) peptides. Exposure of
a neuronal cell line (which we used as a model system) to the
neurotoxic Aβ peptide resulted in their death. To determine
whether achillolide A can interfere with Aβ-induced processes
in these cells and protect them from Aβ toxicity, we treated the
cells with Aβ-peptide together with different concentrations
of achillolide A, and tested whether those treatments could
protect the cells from the toxic effect of Aβ. Our results show that
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Figure 3. The beneficial effects of achillolide A on different types of brain cells.

nanomolar concentrations of achillolide A reduced Aβ -induced
neuronal cell death by 71% (Elmann et al., 2018).
One mechanism by which Aβ may exert cell toxicity is the
generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which are another
key contributor to Alzheimer’s disease. Neuronal cells are
particularly vulnerable to oxidative stress, and the progressive
formation of high concentrations of oxygen and nitrogenreactive species and depletion of endogenous antioxidants lead
to their death. Treatment of the cells with Aβ peptide results in
a 2-fold increase in intracellular ROS levels. We, therefore, tested
whether achillolide A could inhibit the elevated production of
ROS, reduce oxidative stress and, as a result, protect the cells
from Aβ-induced toxicity. Indeed, we found that treatment
with nanomolar concentrations of achillolide A reduced the
accumulation of Aβ-induced ROS by 78%. The antioxidant
characteristics of achillolide A are supported by previous studies in
which we observed similar effects in hydrogen peroxide-treated
astrocytes (Elmann et al., 2016) and LPS-activated microglial cells.
The mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs) are a family of
proteins that convey signals from the cell surface in response to a
wide range of stimuli, including stress. Enhanced phosphorylation
of signaling proteins that belong to the MAPK family, such as
stress-activated protein kinase/c-Jun N-terminal kinase (SAPK/
JNK) and p44/42 mitogen-activated protein kinase, was observed

10 VOLCANI VOICE

in brains of Alzheimer’s patients, and also after we treated the
neuronal cell line with Aβ peptide. We found that achillolide A
inhibited the phosphorylation of SAPK/JNK and p44/42 MAPK
in the neuronal cell line. Similar effects of achillolide A on the
phosphorylation of MAPK proteins were observed in cultured
astrocytes under oxidative stress.
Achillolide A also demonstrated beneficial effects in the context
of glutamate toxicity (Elmann et al., 2017), a major contributor
to the pathophysiology of numerous neurological diseases,
including amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), stroke, Alzheimer’s
disease, Parkinson’s disease and Huntington’s disease. Glutamate
is a major excitatory neurotransmitter in the central nervous
system, involved in synaptic transmission, neuronal outgrowth,
survival and plasticity, and memory, learning and behavior.
Excessive glutamate release results in the overstimulation
of glutamate receptors, which leads to a massive influx of
calcium, ROS production and subsequent death of neuronal
cells. Therefore, protecting neuronal cells against glutamateinduced excitotoxicity might be an effective approach for the
treatment of these diseases. When we examined if achillolide
A can combat glutamate toxicity, in addition to its beneficial
influence on microglial cells and Aβ-treated neuronal cells, we
found that this compound indeed protected the cells from
glutamate toxicity, possibly via inhibitory effects on the levels of
ROS produced following treatment with glutamate. Interestingly,
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in addition to its protective activity against glutamate toxicity,
we have demonstrated that achillolide A inhibits the secretion of
glutamate from LPS-activated microglial cells by 80%, which may
further reduce neuronal damage (Elmann et al., 2015).
Based on its beneficial effects on three types of brain cells: activated
microglial cells, neuronal cells and astrocytes (summarized in
Figure 3), future studies should examine the potential use of
achillolide A in the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases and
brain injuries that involve glutamate and Aβ toxicities, neuroinflammation and/or oxidative stress. q

DR. ANAT ELMANN
Dr. Anat Elmann is a research scientist at the Department of Food
Science, Agricultural Research Organization. She received her Ph.D
from The Department of Neurobiology, the Weizmann Institute of
Science, in 1995. After her postdoctoral fellowship, she served as
the head of the enzymology laboratory at “D-Pharm” biotechnology. Since 2006, her research in the Volcani Institute has focused
on nutraceuticals and functional foods for the prevention and/or
treatment of chronic, and especially neurodegenerative, diseases..
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Pomegranate sprouts – a source of a unique
phytonutrient complex
By Dr. Yakov Vinokur and Dr. Victor Rodov

ABSTRACT
Edible POMEGRANATE SPROUTS developed at ARO
using a proprietary growing and harvesting technology,
possess exceptionally high antioxidant activity and
contain a unique natural complex of hydrophilic and
lipophilic phytonutrients generally found in specific
parts of pomegranate plant. The platform exploits
pomegranate processing waste as a source of seeds for
germination and yields sprouts that can be consumed
fresh, or processed into functional food products with
an antioxidant capacity similar to that of dark chocolate.
Both the fresh and processed products have a pleasant
taste, attractive appearance and good storage potential
(up to 2 months as a fresh product and up to 12 months
as a processed one). The processed pomegranate sprouts
may be suitable for preparing high-energy snacks rich
in natural antioxidants, vitamins, protein and iron, for
applications relating to lipid metabolism regulation
and body weight control, and for cosmetics and beauty
products. The technology is protected by patents in the
USA, EU, Japan and Israel. Collaborations in investigating
the biomedical and nutritional effects of these sprouts
and in their commercialization are welcome.
POMEGRANATE PLANT: AN ARRAY OF HEALTH-BENEFICIAL
PHYTONUTRIENTS
IIt is commonly accepted that pomegranate is a superfruit
rich in phytonutrients bearing outstanding health value.
Moreover, all parts of the pomegranate plant (fruit juice, peel,
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seeds, leaves, flowers, stem and root bark) have occupied a
place of honor in traditional medicine, with unique targets
and modes of application for each component (Haque et al.,
2015). For example, the fruit peel decoctions are used to treat
digestive tract disorders, particularly as anti-ulcer and antidiarrhea remedies. Pomegranate root and stem bark exert antihelmintic and detoxifying effects, while stewed tender leaves
are used for menstrual cycle disorders and other gynecological
problems. Pomegranate flowers are known for their anti-diabetic
properties, and juice performs as a “blood tonic”, i.e. a source of
iron. Some modern medicinal uses of pomegranate include
treatment of acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS),
hormone replacement therapy, cardiovascular protection, oral
hygiene, as well as cosmetic beautification and enhancement.
Lansky and Newman (2007) listed more than 100 health-beneficial
pomegranate ingredients and demonstrated that each part
of the pomegranate plant has its own unique composition of
phytonutrients. In particular, seeds are rich in oil, predominantly
comprised of a unique punicic (conjugated linolenic) acid,
known for its anti-proliferative and hypolipidemic effects, and
other lipophilic (fat-soluble) compounds, such as vitamin E
(tocopherol) and phytosterols. Pomegranate juice contains
water-soluble (hydrophilic) antioxidants, such as vitamin C
(ascorbic acid) and the flavonoid pigments anthocyanins, as well
as considerable amounts of iron, organic acids and amino acids,
but also considerable amount of sugars, which are tasty, but less
health-beneficial. The fruit peel is rich in phenolic compounds,
flavonoids and ellagitannins, in particular punicalagins, known
for their positive effects on cardiovascular health. The distinctive
feature of stem bark and roots is the extensive presence of antihelmintic pelletierine alkaloids. Leaves contain carotenoids and
flavones, while flowers are unique for the presence of triterpenoid
compounds, such as maslinic and asiatic acids, which have been
reported to impart an anti-AIDS effect.

POMEGRANATE SPROUTS, STEP-BY-STEP
It is well known that a considerable proportion of the healthbeneficial properties of the pomegranate plant derives from the
non-edible organs, and that even the pomegranate fruit itself
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is not 100% suitable for human consumption. Yet, our work
has demonstrated that at early developmental stage young
pomegranate seedlings are entirely consumable, bringing to the
development of EDIBLE POMEGRANATE SPROUTS. Furthermore,
our research has shown that, under specific growth conditions,
these sprouts contain the wide spectrum of pomegranate
phytonutrients, which in the adult organism are distributed
between different plant parts.
These developments all started from two separate projects our
team was simultaneously involved in - one on the antioxidant
properties of common edible sprouts (broccoli, alfalfa, etc.), and
the other on a new ready-to-eat fresh product: pomegranate
seeds with their juicy jewel-like covers (arils) separated from
the inedible (albeit health-beneficial) fruit husk. Our work with

pomegranate seeds raised the idea to try germinating them and
to evaluate the antioxidant capacity of the resulting seedlings.
The analysis showed that the superfruit-derived seeds yielded
super-sprouts: their antioxidant potency was at least several-fold
that of common edible sprouts.
Further improvement was achieved by optimizing the sprout
culture protocol, including growing temperature, illumination
conditions and the sprout developmental stage at harvest.
The unique growth regime hastened the generation of stressprotective antioxidant metabolites (Figure 1) and imparted
the sprout cotyledons a characteristic orange to red coloration
associated with the health-beneficial pigments anthocyanins
and carotenoids (Figure 2). At the same time, harvesting at
the optimal developmental stage maintained high level of the

Figure 1. Antioxidant capacity of fresh pomegranate sprouts grown using
the patented technology, in comparison with popular edible sprouts.

Figure 2. The appearance of pomegranate sprouts. A – naturally grown,
B – grown according to the patented method.

Figure 3. Key stages of the pomegranate sprouts growth process: from whole pomegranate fruit intended for juicing, to processed pomegranate sprouts
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thereof, have been granted in the USA, EU, Japan and Israel
(Vinokur et al., 2013). Figure 3 schematically outlines the process
of preparation and utilization of pomegranate sprouts, starting
from whole fruit intended for juicing, and finishing with fresh or
processed sprout products.

Figure 4. Pomegranate sprout products: a – fresh sprouts; b – naturally
granulated product (dehydrated cotyledons); c – ground dehydrated
sprouts; d – bar-shaped pomegranate sprout snack.

HOW TO CONSUME THEM?
Fresh pomegranate sprouts have a faint grassy-green taste. They
can be added to salads or to other fresh or processed meals. The
fresh sprouts have a rather good keeping quality, and can be
stored without apparent deterioration, for up to 2 months under
refrigerated conditions in modified-atmosphere packaging
(Figure 4A). Drying seems to be the most promising way to
process the pomegranate sprouts, although other methods,
e.g., pickling, have been successfully attempted as well. The
optimal dehydration procedure yields product with good taste
and oxidative stability that can be stored under refrigerated
conditions for at least 12 months. The dried sprouts may be either
naturally granulated, to be used as ingredients of granola-type
mixes (Figure 4B), ground to powder (Figure 4C), or compressed
into bar-shaped snacks (Figure 4D). The pomegranate sprout
products have also good potential to be used in cosmetics.

lipophilic compounds (punicic acid-rich oil, vitamin E), as well as
the tender sprout texture.
Seed viability and germination capacity are critical for sprout
production, but unimportant for other uses. In most cases, the
commercially available pomegranate seeds are not suitable
for sprouting. For this reason, the developed sprouting
technology
included
methods for preparing
viable pomegranate seeds
from
fruit
processing
waste, while maintaining
their germination capacity
during subsequent storage.
Use of this approach can
considerably expand the
availability of pomegranate
seeds for germination.
Usually, patents are not
granted for edible sprouts
because these are creatures
of nature and not manmade objects. However, the
pomegranate sprouts we
developed (Fig. 2B) do not
exist in nature and attain
their special features due to
the proprietary technological
process. Therefore, patents
for these sprouts, the
methods of their preparation
and the products made
Table 1. Nutrient profile of dried edible pomegranate sprouts as compared to the edible part of the pomegranate fruit.
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SO, WHAT IS SO GOOD ABOUT THEM?
Table 1 presents a side-by-side comparison of the
nutritional composition of dried pomegranate sprouts
grown according to the patented method, versus the
edible part of the pomegranate fruit, as reported in the
USDA’s FoodData Central database
https://fdc.nal.usda.gov/fdc-app.html#/food-details/786744/
nutrients. To enable the comparison, the fruit analysis results
presented in the database per 100 g fresh material were
additionally recalculated per 100 g dry matter.
Table 1 shows that the dried sprouts prepared according
to the patented method are an excellent source of protein,
iron, β-carotene (pro-vitamin A), and vitamin E, and a
good source of nutritional fiber and vitamin C. For all the
aforementioned nutrients, as well as in calcium content
and total antioxidant capacity, the dried sprout product
markedly exceeded the nutritional value of the fresh or
dried edible portions of the pomegranate fruit. At the same
time, it contained lower level of carbohydrates than sugarrich pomegranate fruit, but more protein, unsaturated fat
and energy. The total antioxidant capacity of the product
is comparable with that of dark chocolate. Its nutritional
profile may be suitable, in particular, for preparing highenergy sport foods (e.g. snack bars) naturally rich in various
antioxidants, vitamins, protein and iron.
Figure 5 presents the phytonutrients found in the
pomegranate sprouts and their levels, illustrating the
claim that the sprouts grown according to the patented
technology contain metabolites characteristic of the
different parts of the pomegranate plant. One of the
most promising elements of this array of nutrients is the
combination of the pomegranate oil rich in the unique
punicic acid (Figure 6) with a multi-component antioxidant
complex comprising both lipophilic compounds, e.g.
vitamin E and carotenoids, and hydrophilic antioxidants,
such as vitamin C, punicalagin and other phenolic
substances. Figure 7 presents punicalagin, a typical watersoluble phenolic phytonutrient of pomegranate, belonging
to the class of ellagitannins.

THE SLIMMING SPROUTS?
Pomegranate seed oil rich in punicic acid is known for
its capacity to regulate lipid metabolism in human or
animal organisms, thereby controlling body weight,
and preventing the metabolic syndrome and the
obesity (Shabbir et al., 2017). However, as with other

Figure 5. Major phytonutrients of the pomegranate sprouts and their association
with different whole plant organs.

Figure 6. Punicic (conjugated linolenic) acid, the major health-beneficial fatty
acid of pomegranate seed oil and pomegranate sprouts.

Figure 7. Punicalagin – one of the major water-soluble antioxidant phenolic
phytonutrients of the pomegranate peel; belongs to the group of ellagitannins.
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polyunsaturated fatty acids, punicic acid is prone to degradation.
It can be stabilized by formulations including protective
compounds such as antioxidants, e.g. phenolic substances and
carotenoids (Adu-Frimpong et al., 2018). In addition, other parts
of the pomegranate plant, e.g. leaves or flowers, also possess
anti-obesity effects. Therefore, we suggest that pomegranate
sprouts containing a natural complex of punicic acid with a wide
range of health-beneficial antioxidant phytonutrients have good
potential for the use in weight control supplements (Rodov et
al., 2011).
To advance this exciting and promising development, we are
interested in collaboration with partners specialized in the
areas of commercial sprout growing, drug discovery, nutritional
supplements, functional foods and beauty products. q
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Fighting Fatty Liver Disease - the Sheep Way
By Dr. Hay Dvir
ABSTRACT
Fatty liver (FL), also known
as hepatic steatosis, is
strongly associated with
chronic liver disease and
with prominent metabolic
morbidity. Although a few
rare genetic dispositions
have been identified, FL
generally develops in
humans on the background
of over-nutrition and sedentary lifestyle. Ruminants
are also susceptible to the development of FL disease;
however, this is generally due to insufficient dietary
energy common to the transition period from late
pregnancy to early lactation. Whether ruminants can
develop hepatic steatosis due to excess caloric intake is
currently unknown.
In preliminary experiments, we found that feeding
lambs an energy-rich carbohydrate-based diet
induced hyperglycemia. To investigate the long-term
metabolic and liver-related implications of such dietary
hyperglycemia, lambs were raised on a carbohydrateenergy-rich diet for four months. The grown lambs
developed symptoms of metabolic morbidity, such as
hyperglycemia, insulin resistance and dyslipidemia,

as well as hepatomegaly and FL. In addition, the
observations suggested, unlike commonly though, that
hepatic de novo lipogenesis was more dominant than
adipose lipolysis for the accumulation of liver fat. The
development of metabolic syndrome-like features along
with liver-related abnormalities, suggest the suitability
of sheep as a large-animal model for FL and metabolic
disorders emanating from excessive caloric intake.
To address the increase in the world population and in demand
for food, domestic ruminants have been intensively bred for
increased productivity, i.e., for higher reproductive performance,
growth rates, and milk yields. However, the significant mandriven selections for such genetic traits have not been matched
with the required increase in metabolic capacity to support
them. Consequently, these animals are susceptible to metabolic
disorders, particularly of energy deficiency, that significantly
reduces their potential productivity.
Prolific sheep and goats, such as the Afec-Assaf breed of sheep
at Volcani [1], exemplify this by their large litter size yet limited
physiological capacity to sustain it, since during late pregnancy
the growing energy demands of their multiple fetuses exceed
those obtained through their diet. In such a state of negative
energy balance (NEB), the pregnant dam releases fat stored
in adipose tissue, which undergoes oxidative breakdown in
the liver. However, at severe NEB, the capacity of the liver to
metabolize the fat for energy production is overwhelmed,

Figure 1. Fatty Liver Syndrome in Sheep
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Figure 2. The global epidemic of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease

resulting in fat accumulation within the liver (Figure 1). Excess liver
fat, also referred to as hepatic steatosis, forms the basis of fatty
liver (FL) syndrome in ruminants [2]. FL is generally associated
with reduced health status, productivity and reproductive
performance, and with the development of pregnancy toxemia,
the most common and frequently lethal metabolic disease in
prolific sheep and goats [3].
In humans, FL is currently the most common cause of chronic
liver diseases, including steatohepatitis and cirrhosis, which
may develop into end-stage liver disease and hepatocellular
carcinoma. However, the manifestation of FL extends beyond
the liver, and leads to significant systemic morbidity, such
as dyslipidemia and insulin resistance [4]. Excessive alcohol
consumption has long been recognized as a significant cause

of FL. However, the sedentary lifestyle and over-nutrition
characteristic of modern societies (Figure 2) triggers a
considerably more prevalent form of non-alcoholic FL disease
(NAFLD), currently estimated to affect ~ 25% of the adult global
population [5].
To study commonalities in the development of FL in humans and
sheep, and to assess the potential of inferring from one system
to another, we first investigated whether ruminants can develop
FL due to overnutrition, as humans do. In our studies of potential
therapies for the regulation of NEB in sheep [6], we found that
providing lambs with an energy-rich diet induced substantial high
blood glucose (hyperglycemia). Long-term ad libitum feeding of
weaned lambs with the hyperglycemia-stimulating high-calorie
(HC) diet induced steady hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia
that persisted throughout the 4-months experimental period.
The overnourished lambs developed significant insulin
resistance, excess body fat (adiposity),
increased blood levels of triglycerides
(dyslipidemia), and higher expression
levels of markers of inflammation. Finally,
as hypothesized, the hyperglycemic
lambs developed substantial hepatic
steatosis and un-proportionally larger
livers (hepatomegaly) as compared to
lambs on a low-calorie (LC) diet (Figure 3).
This work, which has recently been
accepted for publication in Scientific
Reports [7], demonstrated, for the first
time, that ruminants can develop hepatic
steatosis, not only due to NEB but
also due to positive energy balance of
carbohydrate abundance. In turn, sheep
can be used as a large-animal model

Figure 3. Key metabolic and liver abnormalities of overnourished sheep
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for studying the mechanism of hepatic-metabolic pathologies
in both ruminants and humans. We currently employ geneexpression analysis and proteomics to investigate the molecular
mechanisms involved in liver fattening. Moreover, we utilize this
model as a preclinical system for the evaluation of potential
modulators of hepatic fat, which may be of clinical benefit to
domestic animals and humans. q
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Tuber extracts of the traditionally used Erodium crassifolium
plant have anti-oxidative effects on skin and colon cells
By Gopinath Selvaraj, Moran Mazuz, Dvory Namdar, Rameshprabu Nallathambi,
Diana Namichnitzer, Tsion Shemer, Ofer Guy, Shabtai Cohen, Moran Segoli,
Mohamed Samara, Ahmed Nasser, Yoram Kapulnik, Hinanit Koltai
ABSTRACT
Erodium crassifolium is a
hemicryptophyte distributed mainly in Mediterranean
desert areas. Tubers from E.
crassifolium are traditionally
used by the Bedouins to alleviate skin and other disorders. In the present study,
extract from E. crassifolium
root tubers was tested in
vitro and in cells for anti-oxidant activity.
INTRODUCTION
Many plants from the Geraniaceae family are considered to
bear medicinal value [1]. In particular, some of the species
belonging to the genus Erodium of this family have recognized
medicinal applications, known from folklore and empirical data
(e.g., [2]). Erodium species are used to treat a variety of human
ailments such as colds, coughs, diarrhea, hemorrhaging and
wound dressing [3, 4]. In particular, Erodium botrys is known,
from the ethnobotanical explorations conducted by the British
anthropologist Melville William Hilton-Simpson (1881-1938), as a
traditional dressing for wounds [4].
E. crassifolium L’Her (hairy stork’s bill; Erodium crassifolium L’Hér.
ex Aiton), is a hemicryptophyte (i.e., buds are at or near the soil
surface) that commonly grows in the Mediterranean, in shrubsteppes and desert areas. In Israel, E. crassifolium is common
in the Negev highlands, where less than 90 mm precipitation
falls annually. It produces small tubers on its roots at a depth of
about 20 cm, which likely serve as storage organs (Fig. 1). The
tubers are edible, with a sweet taste, and are best in late winter
or early spring when they are whitish in color; Bedouin tribes
are their primary consumers. Ethnobotanically the tubers are
considered useful in the treatment of epilepsy and some skin
disorders, including insect bites (http://www.cretanflora.com/
erodium_crassifolium.html).
Oxidative stress is the result of an imbalance between reactive
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Figure 1. Erodium crassifolium L’Her flowers (a) and tubers (b), photo
taken by Desert Agro-Research Center, Ramat-Negev R&D.

oxygen metabolite (ROM) production and the neutralizing
capacity of antioxidant mechanisms. Oxidative damage to lipids
and other macromolecules, such as DNA and RNA, results in
alteration of cell membranes and other cellular components.
Accumulating evidence has suggested that oxidative stress is
involved in many pathological states, including rheumatoid
arthritis, asthma, cancer, macular degeneration, inflammatory
bowel disease (IBD), neurodegenerative diseases, such as
Parkinson´s and Alzheimer diseases, arthritis, diabetes mellitus,
atherosclerosis and chronic fatigue syndrome.
We have examined the anti-oxidative effect of E. crassifolium
tuber extract on a normal keratinocyte cell line (HaCaT) and
colon cancer cell line (HCT-116).
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Figure 2. (A) Oxygen Radical Antioxidant Capacity (ORAC) activity of E. crassifolium
(Erodium), Black Tea and Green Tea water extracts. Bars represent the specific activity
calculated as the area under the curve for each treatment, relative to the antioxidant
activity of the standard Trolox™ divided by the dried weight of each extract. (B) OxiSelect™
Cellular Antioxidant activity (CAA) of E. crassifolium water extracts in HaCaT (KER) skin cells.
Curves show the fluorescence intensity measured in non-treated (NT) cells, quercetintreated cells (blank) and cells treated with the E. crassifolium extracts. (C) and (D) CAA
cell assay of E. crassifolium (Erodium), Black Tea and Green Tea water extracts in HaCaT
(KER) skin cells (C) and HCT-116 colon cells (D). Bars represent specific antioxidant activity
calculated as the under the curve for each treatment relative to the antioxidant activity
of the standard quercetin divided by the dried weight of each extract. Bars marked with
different letter were significantly different.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: ANTIOXIDANT ACTIVITY OF
E. CRASSIFOLIUM EXTRACTS
In vitro testing of E. crassifolium water extracts (Fig 2) was
performed using the Oxygen Radical Antioxidant Capacity
(ORAC) Assay, which is based on the oxidation of a fluorescent
probe by peroxyl radicals. Measurements in cells used the
OxiSelect™ Cellular Antioxidant Assay (CAA), which enables
determination of antioxidant activity within adherent cells by
measuring the concentration of free radicals over time, based on
the fluorescence levels of 2’, 7’-dichlorodihydrofluorescein (DCF).
Both HaCaT (KER) skin cells and HCT-116 colon cells were used
in CAA experiments. Green and black teas that are known for
their antioxidant activity were used as positive controls in these
experiments.
Both in vitro and cell assays demonstrated the high antioxidant
activity of E. crassifolium water extracts (Fig 2). The activity
was higher than that measured for green and black teas that
are known for their antioxidant activity (Fig 2). The antioxidant
activity of Erodium extract bear potential for development of
future products based on this plant extract, i.e., for cosmetic use
of skin treatment.
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Adapting spelt to Israel growing conditions for the
artisanal bread market niche
By K. Chandrasekhar, A.Y. Curzon, Y. K. Nashef, S. Abbo, D.J. Bonfil,
R. Reifen, A. Avneri and R. Ben-David
improved by introducing the photoperiod insensitivePPD-D1a allele to spelt wheat genetic background.
INTRODUCTION
Spelt (Triticum aestivum ssp. spelta) is a sub-species of bread
wheat (T. aestivum), traditionally considered to carry a distinct
gene pool, which belongs to a group of ancient wheat grains,
which includes emmer, and einkorn (Escarnot et al. 2012). A
well-known quote from Saint Hildegard von Bingen: “Spelt is the
best grain. It is rich and nourishing and more delicate than all other
grains. It gives the one who eats it a strong body and healthy blood.
It makes one happy and cheerful. Whenever people eat it, either
as bread or in another form, it is delicious and easily digested. If
someone is so sick that he is too weak to eat, take whole spelt grains
and boil them in water, add a bit of butterfat or egg yolk to make it
taste better and then give it to the sick person to eat. This will heal
him from the inside out like a good and wholesome ointment.”

ABSTRACT
The rising demand for spelt (Triticum aestivum ssp.
spelta) as a high-value grain crop, has raised interest in
its introduction into non-traditional spelt growing areas.
This study aimed to evaluate spelt lines performance
during two field-seasons, under Mediterranean
environment, and to study nutritional differences
of spelt and bread wheat. In addition, a method
to differentiate between spelt and bread wheat
grains was developed. Phenotypic evaluation was
assessed by screening a collection of 178 spelt
lines, while agronomic evaluations was done
for a representative panel. The spelt collection
was also characterized by distinct photoperiod
(PPD) and vernalization (VRN) allelic profiles,
grain mineral concentration and percentages
of grain protein, fat, neutral detergent fiber and
organic matter. Our finding shows that Spelt is not
adapted to Mediterranean conditions because of
late heading, caused by day-length sensitivity Figure 1. Spike morphology and threshing characteristics of bread wheat, spelt and
(conferred by the photoperiod-sensitive PPD-D1b emmer and spelt percentage of hullness.
allele). Fe and Zn did not significantly correlate
with yield. Furthermore, two spelt lines showing high Fe
Spelt and bread wheat differ in spike morphology, with bread
and Zn concentrations in a high-yield background were
wheat presenting a dense compact spike, while spelt features
identified, and may be suitable candidates for spelt wheat
a less compact, lax, so-called ‘speltoid’ spike (Figure 1). Bread
breeding in the Mediterranean environment. Adaptation
wheat is free-threshing, while spelt lines are hulled and require
of spelt to the Mediterranean environment may be
further processing to release the grains from the chaff (Figure
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1). The spike characteristics are primarily controlled by the
METHODS
Q gene (chromosome 5A), which is pleiotropic and controls
Plant material and field experiments
many important traits, including rachis fragility, spike shape,
A broad global collection of 178 spelt lines from different gene
glume shape and glume tenacity. Spelt cultivars carry recessive
banks (USDA, CGN, and IGB) was constructed in order to study
q alleles, while bread wheats possess semi-dominant Q alleles,
variability in the agronomic, phenological and nutritional profile
which among other effects confer the free-threshing character.
of the spelt lines when grown in a Mediterranean environment.
Q gene might also influence the naked grain characteristics
Field experiments were conducted were conducted at the net
(Curzon et al. 2019).
house in Bet Dagan (2015-17) (Figure 2) and in the field at Hula
In the past, spelt was widely cultivated in northern and
Valley (2017-19), Israel.
central Europe, but, in the
past millennium, has been
replaced with higher-yielding
(free-threshing) bread wheat.
Yet, in light of its relatively
recent recognition as a ‘healthy
alternative’ to bread wheat
(Longin et al. 2016, Rapp et al.
2017), with a higher protein
(Escarnot et al. 2012) and
mineral concentration than
bread wheat, particularly,
Figure 2. Spelt growing stages in a net-house experiment in Bet-Dagan.
higher Fe, Zn, Cu, Mg and P
levels, it is currently under high
demand by consumers, bakers, and farmers.
In-field agronomic evaluation
Wheat is the main dryland field crop in Israel and its yield and
Spelt lines were evaluated for days to heading (DH), plant height
quality highly vary with precipitation and temperature. Rain(PH), stem width (SW), spike ratio (SR), calculated by dividing
fed spring wheat is sown at the onset of the mild winter (late
the number of spikelets per spike by the spike length, grain
November) and grows throughout a relatively short winter
shape (GS), dry matter (DM), thousand-kernel weight (TKW),
season, reaching heading before terminal drought in the spring
hull (%), grain yield (GY), grain protein concentration (GPC) and
(March). In contrast, spelt which has mainly been cultivated
grain mineral concentration (GMC). In addition, Ruta, bread
in northern high latitudes areas in Europe (Longin et al. 2016),
wheat cultivar and three spelt lines (Spelta Canadian, Oren spelt
with long photoperiods and cold temperatures, requires genetic
and Avivit spelt) were assessed for percentage of fat, neutral
modification in traits controlling phenology in order to improve
detergent fiber (NDF) and organic matter (OM), in addition to
its adaptation to Mediterranean environments. In wheat,
protein and mineral concentrations. Grain samples (20 g) were
phenology is mainly controlled by the response to vernalization
taken from each line and then ground using a laboratory mill
(VRN alleles) and photoperiod (PPD1), both of which provide
(3100, Perten Instruments, Hägersten, Sweden); the whole wheat
possibilities for environmental adaptation (Hyles et al. 2020).
or spelt flour samples were analysed for mineral concentrations
With a focus on the adaptation of spelt to Mediterranean
(ppm) by inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometry.
environments, the following study aimed to
Genetic characterization of allelic diversity in VRN and PPD loci
(1) Evaluate agronomic adaptability of spelt to Mediterranean
Spelt lines were screened for DNA markers associated with
conditions.
flowering control genes related to vernalization (VRN-1) and
(2) Identify key traits, which confer adaptability to Mediterranean
photoperiod (PPD-1) (Hyles et al. 2020).
conditions.
Results and Discussion
(3) Assess the nutritional potential of spelt as a healthy alternative
On-field agronomic and phenology of spelt and bread wheat
to bread wheat.
In two growing seasons (2015-16, 2016-17), the spelt germplasm
(4) Develop diagnostic tool, which differentiate between spelt
was late-heading as compared to local spring wheat cultivars
and wheat grains for research and industrial purposes.
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germplasm lines showed that most
scanned spelt lines were spring types
but were photoperiod-sensitive (PPDD1b), explaining their late heading in
comparison to Israeli wheat controls. In
contrast, each of these early-heading
spring wheat genotypes carried springtype alleles in at least two of the three
VRN loci (VRNA1, VRNB1 and VRND1) and
an insensitive allele at PPD-D1a. These
findings demonstrate that regardless of
the timing of sowing, spelt lines heading
occurred in approximately the same
period, suggesting that this response is
mediated mainly by day-length sensitivity.
The insensitive PPD-D1a allele was recently
introduced to many modern wheat
cultivars during the ‘green revolution’
skipping majority of spelt germplasm
which still carry the PPD-D1b allele (Longin

Figure 3. Spelt and bread wheat mineral concentrations.

Table 1. Spelt and bread wheat nutritional quality-related characteristics.

(Ruta and Shefa) (images of spelt growth stages are shown in
Figure 2). Out of the > 178 lines tested, only a few were earlyheading (DH< 120 days). Interestingly, the few identified earlyheading spelt lines were found to be free-threshing, similar to
bread wheat.
Spelt plant height, which was widely distributed, was generally
much higher than the spring wheat (PH<1m). This was not
surprising, as unlike modern wheat varieties, spelt ancient
germplasm was not under selection for semi-dwarf character
(associated with the ‘green revolution’, Flintham et al. 1997).
In general, hulled lines (Figure 1) were late to head and had lower
GY, TKW and HI. Hulled lines were also characterized by longer
grains (higher GS values) and thinner stems, as manifested by
lower SW [(P)t<0.001 for all traits]. Association analysis showed
that both DH and hull (%) were negatively correlated with
GY (-0.74 and -0.83, respectively). DH had also the strongest
correlation with HI (-0.94) and neither PH nor DM showed a
significant correlation with DH or GY (data not presented).
Most of the spelt lines in the panel had a ‘lax spike’, with low
SR, in comparison to the high-density spikes of the bread wheat
controls.
Allelic characterization of major flowering control loci
No photoperiod-sensitive allele was detected in modern
Israeli bread wheat cultivars, stressing the major role of this
locus in wheat adaptation to the Mediterranean environment.
Allelic profiles at the VRN1 and PPD1 genes of the larger-panel
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et al. 2016).
Nutritional characteristics
A preliminary study of mineral concentrations of five Spelt lines
i.e Spelta canadian (Canadian), Rojo, 1152, Avivit spelt (Avivit),
271 and bread wheat (Ruta). showed that the Canadian and Rojo
spelt genotypes had higher concentrations of Cu, Fe, Mn, Na and
Zn in comparison to Ruta and to free-threshing line 1152 (Figure
3a), but had similar K, Mg and P levels (Figure 3b). In addition, the
bran and embryo had significant rich mineral content compared
to white flour samples. Spelt lines showed higher percentages
of protein, NDF and organic matter and had a lower fat content
(Table 1), with the exception of Avivit, which showed high
similarity to bread wheat (Table 1).
This preliminary study led to a wider screening of spelt lines
(divided into hull and non-hulled lines) , which found that spelt
lines had significantly lower concentrations of B, Cu, Fe, K, Mg,
Mo, P, S, Si, Sr and Zn, but higher concentrations of Ba and Ca
as compared to modern bread cultivars. In addition, significant
differences were observed in the mineral and grain protein
concentrations of hulled and free-threshing lines, generally
with higher grain mineral and protein concentrations in hulled
lines. Mineral concentrations showed a significantly positive
correlation with GS and a negative correlation with GY (especially
the macronutrients N, P, K, and S). All free-threshing lines had
significantly lower mineral content in comparison to hulled
lines. Grain mineral concentration, with the exception of Zn
and Na, was found to be phenotypically highly correlated with
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GPC, with the highest correlations measured for S and P. This
might be explained by the known involvement of S in protein
conformation due to its role in forming disulphide bonds (S-S),
which stabilizes proteins.
Method to differentiate spelt grains from bread wheat grains
The increasing popularity of spelt has created a need in the
baking industry to discriminate between spelt and bread wheat
grains. The bread wheat cultivars are free-threshing, have a
dense spike, and are semi dwarf and therefore, have a high HI.
Yet, plant height and HI cannot be used exclusively to define
spelt and bread wheat. In an attempt to differentiate between
spelt and bread wheat, we have previously suggested that spelt
breeders should use the non-free-threshing character as the
main selection criteria, as it is the only available clear definition
for spelt (Curzon et al. 2019).
The threshing character is controlled by the rachis and glume
toughness. An unbreakable rachis allows mechanical pressure
on the glumes and soft glumes allow even easier threshing. Our
analysis of the spelt lines found that free-threshing speltoid lines
have somewhat tougher glumes than modern bread wheat.
Curzon et al. (2019) showed that all free-threshing lines, including
those with speltoid spikes, have a dominant Q allele in the Q
locus, the major determinant of the threshing trait in hexaploid
wheats. Based on these findings, the spelt-wheat differentiation
method developed in our lab was based on a combination of
(1) a DNA marker for the Q-gene, (2) phenotypic assessment
of ease-of-threshing and (3) near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS)
(Figure. 4).

CONCLUSION
The grain yield of spelt germplasm under a Mediterranean
environment is low compared to average grain yields of elite
bread wheat varieties and to spelt yields in Europe. The main
factor, which limits spelt yields in such environments is the late
phenology and inevitable onset of terminal drought and heat at
the end of the season. This yield reduction can be minimized, at
least partially, by providing supplemental irrigation throughout
the season, which is a costly route and requires financial
justification. Therefore, early-flowering spelt lines may be a
relevant breeding path, especially if the high market value of
spelt grains is maintained.
The current data generated from field assays of a comprehensive
array of spelt lines grown in a Mediterranean environment,
showed a clear negative relationship between yield, GMC
and GPC. Determination of mineral content highlighted the
superiority of non-threshing lines and suggested that the higher
GMC in low-yielding hulled spelt lines is a result of a dilution

Figure 4. Schematic presentation of methods used to differentiate
between spelt flour and wheat flour.
Courtesy Curzon et al. 2019. DOI: (10.1021/acs.jafc.9b00131)

effect in the high GY varieties rather than a higher GMC per se.
Therefore, comparing GMC and GPC of modern wheat varieties
bred for high yield under high agronomic inputs to those of low
input wheats, such as spelt, might be to some extent inaccurate.
Spelt grains are mainly used in whole mill baking products.
Therefore, future comparative study of spelt vs. wheat quality
might need to focus on whole grain quality parameters among
others: vitamin B complex, water solubility, both simple and
complex carbohydrates and fiber content.
In conclusion, future spelt breeding will necessitate the insertion
of a day-length-insensitive allele into pure spelt lines, and quality
preservation through backcrossing, implementing marker
assisted selection methodology. Future breeding challenges
will include higher yield while maintaining nutritional quality,
lodging and disease resistances. Q gene- and NIRS-based
differentiation between spelt and bread wheat grains still
requires further testing, but bears considerable potential as a
valuable and effective tool. Taken together, the current work
promises to bring us closer to local production of Mediterraneanadapted spelt varieties targeting the health bread niche market.
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Cow as a genetic model of early abortion in human
By Dr. Moran Gershoni, Ephraim Ezra, Joel Ira Weller
ABSTRACT
Approximately 15% of the
couples cannot achieve
and complete pregnancy
without medical assistance.
Approximately 50% of all
conceptions end in miscarriage before pregnancy is
detected, complicating the
study of early abortions in
humans. Cattle are a useful model for reproductive processes in women, due to
the similarities in the reproductive cycles. The extensive
documentation in commercial cattle populations, including estrus and insemination records are available,
can be exploited for such research. The mean estrous
interval for cattle is 21 days, and most cows that do not
conceive at the first insemination are re-inseminated
after approximately 21 days. We therefore defined reinsemination between 49 and 100 days after the first
insemination as an indicator trait for early abortion. Using genetic and genomic approaches, we identified several significant genomic markers associated with early
abortion. The genomic marker that showed the highest
impact on the tendency for early abortion was located
within the ABCA9 gene, which is found within an ATPbinding cassette (ABC) genes cluster. These genes are
the primary active transporters in the human placenta
and are essential for embryo implantation and development. We are currently further exploring these findings
in an in-vitro fertilization (IVF) system.
Genetic factors that reduce the ability of an individual to
reproduce are expected to be under intensive negative
selection, and therefore remain rare in the population. It is thus
surprising that approximately 15% of the reproductive age
couples cannot achieve successful pregnancy without medical
assistance. Roughly, infertility can be caused either by defects in
male and female gametogenesis, which impair the process of
germ cell production and preclude conception or by defects in
embryo development and pregnancy progress.

Female infertility factors contribute to more than half of all
infertility cases. Without medical intervention the probability
to achieve a successful pregnancy per menstrual cycle has
been estimated as approximately 25%1. It has been shown that
approximately 70% of human conceptions do not reach viability,
with almost 50% of all pregnancies ending in miscarriage before
the clinical recognition of a missed period, or the presence of
embryonal heart activity. Such cases are typically classified as
non-conception, complicating the study of infertility and early
abortion (EA) in humans.
Cattle are a useful model for human female reproductive
processes, mainly because of the similarities between their
reproductive cycles2. Within this context, cows were used to
model human ovarian function, effects of ageing on fertility,
embryo-maternal communication, pregnancy maintenance
and irregularities associated with assisted reproduction
techniques (reviewed in3). The extensive documentation
relating to many commercial cattle populations, including
estrus and insemination records, provides a good opportunity
to investigate the genetics of EA. Beside the benefits of such a
model for biomedical research, it can advance the dairy cattle
industry, as, despite the economic importance of cattle fertility,
and the fact that most breeding programs have included
selection for fertility for many years, only moderate progress has
been made (Figure 1).
Many studies have shown that the average estrus interval in
dairy cattle is 21 d4. Thus, most cows that do not conceive
after a first insemination attempt, will undergo re-insemination
approximately 21 and 42 days later. However, a significant
number of cows are re-inseminated only >45 d after the first
insemination3. A possible explanation is conception at the first
insemination, which was later followed by early-term abortion,
due to embryonic lethality or female factors increasing
the predisposition for embryonic loss. Recently, available
measurements of progesterone and pregnancy-specific protein
B levels have suggested that, similar to humans, up to 40% of all
inseminations in cattle result in EA5. Additional studies found
that estrus intervals of more than 45 days are likely due to
EA5,6. We hypothesize that in cattle, like humans, some cases
of conception failure are actually the result of EA that occurred
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Figure 1. Trends in conception rate (CR) in Israeli dairy cattle between 1994-2019

prior to the pregnancy recognition. We also assume that EA, is,
at least partially, due to genetic factors, which, if identified, can
improve cattle fertility and shed light on the genetics of human
fertility.
To test these hypotheses, we first assessed the genetic
component of putative early abortion (PEA), by measuring its
heritability3 from documentation collected since 1985 and
included more than 800,000 animal records (the datasets are
described in detailed in3). In genetics, heritability estimates the
proportion of variation in a trait in a population arising from
inherited genetic factors. PEA was defined as occurring when
a cow was re-inseminated between 49 d and 100 d after the
first insemination (Figure 2), an interval previously suggested
to represent embryonic death in most instances5,6. When
comparing the PEA rate and conception rate (CR) of each
cow, we found that the two traits were highly correlated, but
that the heritability of PEA was 3-fold higher than that of CR.
These findings suggest that PEA more accurately describe a
physiological condition, and that selection for PEA can be more
efficient than selection for CR. In addition, we found that PEA
is almost solely genetic controlled by maternal genetic factors,
contrary to CR which is also affected by paternal genetic factors.
To assess the possible economic benefits of selection for PEA, we
calculated the correlation between PEA and the traits included
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in the Israeli selection index. The correlation matrix suggested
that selecting for PEA can improve the overall breeding value
in the Israeli dairy cattle population. Specifically, by including
PEA in the selection index we expecting to gain additional
10% improvement in the trait and 25% in the overall fertility.
To identify genetic factors involved in PEA, some of which
may be common to cattle and humans, we used a genomewide association study (GWAS) approach that detects statistical
associations between genetic variations across the genome and
a phenotypic trait. The breeding value for PEA was calculating
using daughter records of 1200 bulls with documentation of
genotypes for more than 40,000 genetic variants (markers)
spanning the cattle genome. The breeding value is an estimation
reflecting the true genetic potential of a bull to express (or to
transmit to his offspring) a specific trait. We then analyzed the
association of the genetic markers with the calculated breeding
values of the 1200 bulls. We identified 8 markers at 7 genomic
positions, with each marker explaining about 5% of the variation
in the breeding values. We also found that all the markers that
were significantly associated with PEA were also associated with
CR, but not vice versa, with the effects of the markers being ~2
fold higher for PEA as compared to CR (Figure 3). This again
supported our hypothesis regarding the relationship between
PEA and CR, namely, a considerable number of recorded
failed conceptions are actually conceptions with early-term

abortions.
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Figure 2. Frequencies of days between first and second inseminations for first-parity Israeli Holstein cows.

Figure 3. The substitution effects on putative early abortion rate of the 30 markers with the lowest nominal probabilities, as a function of the substitution
effects of the same markers on conception rate, computed as the inverse of the number of inseminations to conception

Finally, investigation of the genomic area flanking markers
that explain at least 5% of the phenotypic variation in PEA
(Figure 4), located the marker explaining the most variance
within the ABCA9 gene, which is found within an ABC genes
cluster (Figure 4a). The ABC family is the major class of primary

active transporters in human and mice placenta, with reported
important roles in efflux of xenobiotics and endogenous
substrates, such as lipids, sterols, and nucleotides. Recent studies
provided evidence that ABC genes protect placental tissue by
preventing accumulation of cytotoxic compounds, which is
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Figure 4. Schematic presentation of the genomic area flanking the four markers with the lowest nominal
probability values. The arrows indicate the gene position and the strand orientation. The red asterisk
indicates the marker positions.

important in complicated pregnancies, such as in inflammatory
or oxidative stress3. Thus, our finding of genetic variation
within ABC genes clusters suggests that differences in EA
predisposition might involve different sensitivities to oxidative
stresses due to exposer to different cytotoxic compounds during
the first trimester, mediated by ABC genes. Another marker on
bovine chromosome 21 was found adjacent to the PAX9 and
NKX21 genes (Figure 4c). Previous studies suggested that PAX9
is required for the chondrogenic differentiation of sclerotomal
cells during embryogenesis and that NKX2 is required for the
embryonic development of cholinergic septohippocampal
projection neurons. Moreover, according to public databases,
NKX21 is part of the embryo pre- implantation path. The
fact that this marker is associated with a major effect on PEA
suggests that altered predisposition for EA might be mediated
by genes that regulate embryo development (as summarized
in3). No clear relationship between the genes in the two
genomic regions described in Fig. 4b and 4d was observed.
These findings can direct us to novel genes or regulatory
regions that are essential for implantation and early embryonic
development, that have not yet been described.
Taken together, our findings support our hypothesis that
long estrus intervals are a true reproductive trait that affects
observed CR, likely due to undetected EA. Because fertility is a
major economic trait in dairy cattle, PEA, as defined in our study,
should be considered for inclusion in the commercial selection
index. Furthermore, most of the GWAS outcomes can have
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similar functions in humans and other mammals and may be
indicative of the mechanisms that underlie EA in human. We are
currently further evaluating our finding in an in vitro fertilization
systems. q
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